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From September 6th until November 1st 2014, Circle Culture Gallery Berlin presents the grand solo exhibition “what the fuck is
heimat?*” by German Pop artist Stefan Strumbel. On behalf of the opening reception on September 5th, the artist also
introduces the same-titled monograph (Distanz publishing house).

Strumbel became known not least for his bright and provocative cuckoo clock-sculptures that satirize and revive the lost nimbus
of the German-speaking souvenir through the aggressive alienation of traditional attributes and utterly loud colorfulness. His
sculptures are part of numerous private art collections – prominent examples are Hubert Burda and Karl Lagerfeld – and have
brought the artist international prominence. Thus in 2011, Strumbel was commissioned to embellish the cover of the New York
Times Magazine with one of his famous cuckoo clock themes. In the same year, Strumbel's equally bright and vivid interior
redesign of a catholic church in Southern Germany, was declared as a “gift from heaven“ by the responsible parson. Further
major contracts ensued such as the oversized facade-artwork at the Baden State Museum in occasion of the state's 900-year
anniversary celebration. While creating the scenery of “La Bohème“ at the opera in Stuttgart in June 2014, Strumbel proved
once again his self-conception in dealing with large scale artworks and his ability to revive traditional artifacts in a contemporary
art context.

The involvement with the subject “Heimat“ is one of the leading themes in Strumbel's oeuvre. The seemingly anachronistic term
can be considered as a metaphor for the establishment of identity in an increasingly globalized and digitalized world. With
canvases and prints as well as objects and installations, Strumbel examines this term based on ethnic clichés as well as subjects
and word marks from Pop Art and everyday culture. Strumbel's own homeland, the Black Forest, is thereby as ubiquitous as the
“creative chaos“ of the artist who is rooted in the graffiti scene of the nineties.

Due to Strumbel's intransigency of expression and his easiness in dealing with taboo and kitsch, he is perceived as an “artist
bruiser“. Strumbel-connoisseur Karl Lagerfeld calls him a pioneer of his generation: “A new expression of German culture; that is
very stimulating“, as the couturier stated in 2013. 
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